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T

he week has started positively led by a
reinvigorated Ethereum (ETH) which
yesterday jumped circa 15%. Bitcoin
(BTC) has also had a positive start, now
above the US$3,800 level and at the time
of writing, BTC is trading at US$3,833.94;
Ethereum (ETH) is cementing its number
two position at US$144.16 with third position
Ripple (XRP) at US$0.3179 Overall Market Cap is up
6.9% since the last Crypto AM at US$129.65bn (data source:
www.CryptoCompare.com)
Last week at London Blockchain Week there was a range of
high quality speakers and companies setting out their stalls.
Crypto AM contributor Julien Bouteloup revealed his new
project Stake Capital. He explained to me "Stake Capital
provides a variety of delegation services for all of the top proofof-stake protocols. Using the Stake Capital platform and its
digital assets custodian services, institutional investors are able
to quickly and securely manage their crypto investments and
easily view insights and analytics on how their investments are
performing through staking and lending."
I also met with Gabrielle Patrick from Knabu (www.knabu.me)
which is currently in active finance raising mode. Knabu is
Blockchain startup based in London and has started its process
to be the 12th clearing bank in the UK. As the Blockchain
industry is growing companies are still having trouble accessing
basic banking. Knabu, which is oversubscribed, are building a
new type of clearing bank to enable more efficient trade and
transactions by leveraging Blockchain technology.
Looking across the pond one seismic Valentine’s Day
announcement was that JP Morgan Chase are launching their
own stablecoin cryptocurrency the aptly named JPM coin
which will be pegged to the US Dollar. The irony in the
cryptosphere is not lost as Jamie Dimon, CEO of JP Morgan
Chase famously dismissed Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies per se
as a fraud. Two main arguments have already erupted within
the community firstly as to whether the JPM is even a
cryptocurrency at all and not just a JP Morgan client accounting
ledger and second whether the JPM will be a Ripple (XRP) killer.
With testing imminent we shall just have to watch this space.
Generally speaking though, the announcement has reignited
debate and enthusiasm for Bitcoin and the Crypto market as a
whole.
Staying Stateside Morgan Creek Digital has announced that it
as raised US$40m for a venture capital fund. Originally targeted
to raise US$25m but was oversubscribed by institutional
investors and notably anchored by two US public pension
funds which co-founder Anthony Pompliano believes is first for
a Blockchain focused fund.

T

rust and Politics normally
aren’t mentioned in the same
sentence. It’s 10 years on from
the MP’s expenses scandal,
that place in time whereby the
MP gravy train was brought to an
abrupt stop while the nation was going
through a dry-heaving crisis around
education, the tripling of tuition fees,
the closure of A&E’s and many assets
being liquidated by government.
Whether it was Sir Peter Viggers £1,645
Duck Island House, Douglas Hoggs’
£2,115 Bill for Moat Cleaning or David
Heathcoat-Amorys’ Horse Manure for
70p a bag – We are still wondering how
on earth these particular items aide
the progression of British Politics.
One thing is clear, in the 10 years since
the MP’s expenses scandal. Seven politicians were jailed for false accounting
and expenses fraud, but has anything
really changed since then?
Not really, they’re just a lot more careful with how they do business. Lobbying could be the next scandal,
following on from “Cash for Access”, as
MP’s are being paid tens of thousands
of pounds to be influenced by companies and organisations with their own
political agendas, when do they have
time for the public interests?
The British parliamentary political system for many, represents and harbours
deep mistrust and a lack of confidence
in political institutions. Perhaps, also
mirrored across the rest of Europe for
example with the Gilets Jaunes movement in France, 15-M Movement and
Indignados Movement in Spain and
the growth of the ‘Alt-Right’ in the US.

LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVES
Why is it then, that UK politics seems
to move at a snail pace relating to just
anything?
Last week, over 100,000 school children in the UK went on strike to
protest against climate change and
promises to meet environmental sustainability goals being broken by
politicians. It is their future being
gambled with.
There is a clear divergence and interest
taking both young and old away from
the established mechanisms of participating in democracy and moving to-

in votes on key decisions and policies.
Our data is already in multiple government databases, so why not just let us
adopt technology and blockchains?
Simplifying the administration process
of elections and voting, there would remain little excuse for letting the public
decide on policies and crucial decisions
that will change the future of this
country. Yes, we’re talking about Brexit
– regardless of what side you are on, it’s
a good idea. If not now for another referendum on staying or leaving, or how
we do either exactly - then maybe for
voting in the future.
With all the multiple splits and divides
across each political party and nuances
in policy and reform that most people
in Britain are completely unaware of,

COULD BLOCKCHAIN
RESTORE TRUST
IN PARLIAMENT?
Designed by
Phill Snelling,
Bowater Media

wards looking at how the blockchain
can solve some of the issues that are
clearly out of the ability for politicians
to address. In September 2018 at the
World Economic Forum, the ‘Building
Block (Chains) for a Better Planet’ report was released, in collaboration
with PwC and Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment. They identified 65 existing and emerging
blockchain pilots and use-cases can
could solve environmental challenges
and alleviate man-made damage.
Blockchain will enable the next generation - those children who went out to

Crypto A.M. shines
its Spotlight on 20|30

A

t 20|30, our mission is to build
the decentralised products and
services that will be mainstream
in the year 20|30. The company was
initiated in early 2016 as an
alternative to a venture fund. We’re
different from Idea Lab, 500
Startups, Consensys, or any existing
venture studios. We research and
test ideas and develop products that
meet market needs. Those projects
that launch become part of the
growing 20|30 portfolio. Those that
don’t become part of our
institutional knowledge and
experience.
20|30’s first project was the Pillar
Project, which launched a successful
ICO in 2017, raising over $20 million
to create the decentralised platform
of the future. The Pillar Project is
going well and currently has a wallet
in the app stores.
The second project to launch was
Token Factory a capital raising
platform using tokenised equity.
20|30 Limited (the UK branch of
Token Factory) entered the FCA
Sandbox cohort 4 last year and had

Rob Gaskell, CoFounder of 20|30
and CEO of 20|30
Asset Management
by Rob Gaskell and is starting by
establishing three funds. The aim of
asset management is to bring a
curated investment approach in a
highly technical sector. The company

strike, defying their headteachers and
Downing Street’s condemnation of the
Nation-Wide school strike, to pioneer
fourth industrial revolution-tech.
The report cites the blockchain will enable next generation-tools such as of
sustainability monitoring, reporting,
response and relief using blockchain.
Joseph Pallet, Founder of Blockchain
for Climate Foundation state that, “We
are building on the public blockchain
because any tool for global action
needs to be widely available; built for
ease of collaboration, transparency
and extensibility. If we’re asking coun-

WIF - Water Impact venture Fund
(Cleantech equity investments)
CryptX - Mid-cap index of
Cryptocurrencies.
These exciting opportunities are in
the early stage of set up. The two
equity funds are a collaboration with
the Blockchain Centre Vilnius and
Government backed team in India
aiming to clean the Ganges river
respectively. We hope to tokenise
both funds in the future to bring
more liquidity, this is currently
challenging and 20|30 aims to work
with fund service providers to make
this a reality. Both funds have teams
of industry experts and analysts to
assess the technical and commercial
viability of the companies they will
invest in. This is generating huge
interest from other comparable
funds and we are in discussion to coinvest in many of the commercial
projects identified.
CryptX is a very different fund and
will be launched soon. The fund will
own not the top-10 cryptocurrencies
but the next 50-100 by market cap.
The portfolio is flat weighted and
cumulative.

important news last week when the
firm received its restricted FCA
permissions. Token Factory started
straight away, with strong support
from investors, the capital raising for
20|30 and tokenising its equity first
before other companies come on to
the platform. This is a proud
moment for the firm and the
culmination of months of hard work
with lawyers and partners to bring
this all together. We also aim to be
authorised in the US.
One exciting new product line is
20|30 asset management. This is led

Curated investment
approach in a
highly technical
sector

UK politicians need
to look deeply at
the technology
behind blockchain

is already advising and setting up
three new funds:
DIF - Distributed Intelligence
venture Fund (Blockchain and AI
equity investments)

20|30 Asset Management is also
advising on many other types of digital
assets and portfolios. If you are
interested in finding out more, please
contact rob@2030.io

tries big and small to link efforts with
both friends and rivals, this tool needs
to belong to the world”.

LESSONS FOR UK POLITICS
ON BLOCKCHAIN.
And herein lies the problem with
British politics, in that it is everything
that Blockchain is not. The lack of
transparency, trust and access to participate in meaningful democracy, is
why UK politicians need to look deeply
at the technology behind blockchain.
Countries such as Switzerland, Thailand, Japan, Estonia and Sierra Leone

have already completed successful pilots for voting on the blockchain,
something that would quite easily
eliminate voting fraud, increase transparency and might make voting more
accessible for those who are not able to
stand for hours outside of polling stations due to things called jobs.
Blockchain explored further, it’s entirely possible to regularly participate
in referendums and elections without
the arduous task of administrating a
nation-wide ballot, if UK citizens were
given the ability to vote via government issued blockchains to participate

voting in any referendum or for any
party at this stage makes for a confusing dilemma – Brexit is a debacle. Yet,
if we had a political system which allowed greater participation, versatility
and flexibility to voting via a
blockchain, it might just solve some issues by giving politicians a clear answer from the adults (us).
I’m as pessimistic as you are on
whether this could ever happen anytime soon, but it’s certainly possible
and while it does have pitfalls – it’s far
greater in transparency and trust than
the current foundations upon how our
democracy is informed at the moment.
At the least, their expenses should be
on a public blockchain so we can count
how many Duck Islands are being purchased.
Author Credit: Arnie Hill aka “Crypto Arnie”
- a former Political Campaigns Activist &
Organiser, in discussion with James
Bowater

CAN WE AGREE ON CONSENSUS?
Troy Norcross, Co-Founder at Blockchain Rookies

B

lockchain is one type of
distributed ledger technology
(DLT). There is a challenge
with distributing lots of copies of
the ledger and then have a
decentralised network of
computers responsible for
verifying and validating
transactions before they are added
to the ledger: How do you achieve
consensus?
Consensus as to the contents of
the ledger: The ledger the basis for
all decisions which are made as to
future transactions. Everyone on
the network must agree as to the
contents of the ledger at a specific
point in time.
Consensus as to the validity of

transactions: When new
transactions are submitted to the
network they must be declared as
being verified and validated. (i.e.;
Does the digital signature match
and is the value transfer proposed
possible?) The entire network must
achieve consensus as to whether
or not a transaction passes or fails
this test.
Consensus as to who writes to
the ledger - and thus wins the
reward: Most blockchain protocols
have built-in incentives to ensure
that the people who are running
the network continue to do so. In
the base of the bitcoin blockchain,
there is a network reward for
securing a new block as well as the

reward of collecting every
transaction fee. The network must
reach consensus as to which miner
has earned these rewards.
Just like Blockchain is one type of
DLT, there are many different types
of blockchain technology or
blockchain protocols. One of the
key differences is the method by
which the network achieves
consensus in a way that is secure,
resilient and accessible. Without a
reliable consensus mechanism,
blockchain simply doesn’t work.
One final thought. Some
consensus mechanisms require
huge amounts of electricity (Proof
of work) - but this does not apply
to all blockchain protocols.

THE WIREX WEEKLY
MARKET VIEW

L

ast week saw the crypto market cool
off after its surge on February 8th
however, good fundamentals
continue to support crypto assets. The
biggest crypto naysayer in financial
services, JP Morgan - has done an about
turn with the announcement that they
are building their own USD backed
stablecoin - the ‘JPM Coin’ The token will
be used to establish transactions
between clients of its wholesale
payments business. Even though the
bank’s top brass consistently called
Bitcoin a “fraud,” they have always
acknowledged that blockchain and
regulated digital currencies were
legitimate technologies Although they
will be testing the waters with a very
small portion of payments, this move
augurs well for cryptocurrencies as it’s
the first real-world use of a digital
currency by a major US bank.
Another interesting development is
that Nasdaq is set to announce that it’s
going to index Bitcoin and Ethereum on
February 25. Last week Apple submitted
a filing to the SEC with the intention of
highlighting their commitment to
responsible sourcing. The filing outlines
their participation in the setting down of
blockchain guidelines. When titans like
Apple step onto the pitch, it underscores

the positive shift towards the adoption a
token economy.
Asia is also on the adoption march. The
Japan Association of New Economy
(JANE) who’s aim is to enhance Japan's
competitiveness through expanded ebusiness and increased IT use, has
requested that the FSA reduces tax rates
for crypto traders. Further south,
Indonesia has now recognised Bitcoin as
a commodity.
After the February 8 rally, last week
returned to business as usual. The
crypto market cap toggled between
$120B and $122B finally losing about
one percent in the week. Some tokens
however bucked the trend posting good
gains - Dash was up 12.38%, Maker
24.19%, and NEO 10.02%.
Bitcoin rose 2.15% to $3,600, Ethereum
posted good gains of 8.13% and XRP
took a slide of 1.3% potentially on the
back of news about J.P. Morgan’s new
stablecoin which will offer similar
functionality to XRP.
Waves continued to attract attention
and benefited from a Wirex listing in
January and a Bitpanda listing in
February. Waves has several
developments to complete in the next
few weeks which should support the
tokens price of $2.65 going forward.

Apple and the Blockchain Iceberg

L

ondon blockchain week this year was
something of an eye opener. A barometer of not just the blockchain industry but it's impact on the world - attracting
interest from the political world even as
the Brexit debate rages - as well as all the
‘usual suspects’.
An eye opener not because of the large
numbers, they were perhaps down a little,
or the sparkle of yet newer ventures and
technologies. But because the atmosphere
has changed. Not least because, as far as
crypto is concerned, we are of course in a
bear market - in sharp contrast to last year.
We're seeing the hype cycle in action.
For those unfamiliar the hype cycle has
been visible with most new major innovations, especially in high technology. First
comes an intellectual understanding of
the vast possibilities of the new technology. First amongst those who understand
the technology, the geeks. Who then excite those around them, especially investors and VCs. A buzz starts to build and
pretty soon what Alan Greenspan dubbed
‘irrational exuberance’ takes hold. Just as
we saw in the dot.com bubble.
Followed by a slough of despond. Having
talked all the talk, explored all possibilities
- or many of them anyway - and built tech
‘Castles in the Air’ (aka ‘pitches’), where, people naturally ask, is the reality to back it up?
This is not rational of course. It takes time
to build - especially when you're building
something new. But human beings, being
as they are, we tend to lose interest in the
meantime. Become impatient, move on and
sometimes write off all that as a just hype.
And sometimes this is right - but not in
the case of the dot.com bubble or the internet. It was those who understood that
delivery takes time, speculators are fickle
and want to rich quick, and investors are
harder to find that were left standing
after the bubble burst. So built the digital
world we now live in. Supported by investors who understands this too.

Historically the hype cycle has taken a
few years for each stage to play out. This
time it seems to be happening rather
faster. So the difference between this year
and last is instructive and stark.
The excesses, both in terms of funding
and the ‘asks’ for funding, the froth and
bubble, have clearly blown away. Had you
been at this year’s London blockchain
week you would have met a majority who
understands all this and are busy building. Building our new digital future.
But most of this, like an iceberg, is
below the surface. Where this revolution
grows, it grows most below the waterline.
What governments, corporates, and more
established organisations are doing remains largely invisible to us.
We get the occasional glimpse: As we did
last week of a possible ‘iChain’ as Apple
filed documents with the SEC making
mention of involvement in the drafting of
“Blockchain Guidelines” for the Responsible Business Alliance’s (RBA) Responsible
Minerals Initiative. According to an RBA
press release, those “voluntary guidelines”
published in mid-December of last year
“represent a first industry effort to define
a common set of principles, attributes and
definitions for the application of
blockchain technology”.
While the press release does not mention their involvement it turns out, given
a little digging, Apple chaired the board
of the RBA and participated in its committees and working groups, including “the
blockchain team.” Is Apple quietly working on it? It would be foolish to bet against
it. Likewise almost any farsighted organisation you might care to name.
So remember what comes after a bear
market and avoid the slough of despond
– look a little deeper. Join us at bbfta.org,
as we do just that.
Join us at:
bbfta.org, or hear more at ICOrad.io

